
Theatre meets escape room in an interactive Edinburgh
adventure

Scotland, 1918. Your mission is to prevent a ruthless network of German spies
leaking state secrets to the enemy. Step into the shoes of secret agent Richard
Hannay to meet contacts, seek out vital information and crack codes before time
runs out.

Inspired by the Escape Room craze and the works of novelist John Buchan, Not
Cricket Productions are attempting something new at the Edinburgh Fringe
this year. The audience will be able to experience the dangerous world of Richard
Hannay, the famous protagonist of The Thirty-Nine Steps and other novels, as
they fight to solve clues before it’s too late. Rather than taking place within the
confines of a small room, however, this challenge will happen across the streets
of Edinburgh’s world-famous Old Town. Combining our passion for adapting
classic works for the stage with a good dose of local knowledge, Not Cricket will
be offering something genuinely novel and exciting for participants which
combines the puzzles of an escape room with an interactive theatre experience.

No smart phones necessary just pen and paper (provided) and some
problem-solving skills. Teams should be of 2-5 members.

The story is based on Buchan’s Mr Standfast, the third of the Richard Hannay
novels, first published in 1919. John Buchan (1875-1940) was a prolific writer,
authoring 28 novels and over 50 works of non-fiction during his lifetime. He also
had a prominent diplomatic career culminating in his appointment as Governor
General of Canada in 1935.

Not Cricket Productions were founded in 2010 and they have subsequently
gained a reputation for producing innovative shows based on classic texts and
tales. The company also gives a voice to new writing and recent productions have
focused on original historical research and forgotten female figures. They aim to
provide high quality, enjoyable entertainment and are fond of unusual locations
and tea. The company are Edinburgh veterans and this will be their eighth year
(and fourteenth show) at the Fringe; previous productions have included: A
Gallant Life, For the School Colours: The Life and Works of Angela Brazil, Alice in
Wonderland, The Owl and the Pussycat and Journey to the Centre of the Earth.

Previous Reviews for Not Cricket Productions:
‘Original, imaginative theatre’ BroadwayBaby
‘High-energy, gleeful and self-deprecating’ Fest
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vibrant vivacious variety

C venues press office
tel 0131 581 5550
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mob

Kate Stephenson at Not Cricket Productions on 07905 467614 /
kate@simplyspiffing.co.uk

ten word blurb
Escape room meets theatre in this interactive adventure across Edinburgh.

twenty word blurb
Prevent German spies from leaking state secrets to the enemy. Escape room
meets theatre in this interactive adventure across Edinburgh.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Scotland, 1918. Your mission is to prevent a network of German spies
leaking state secrets to the enemy. Inspired by the works of John Buchan,
escape room meets theatre in this interactive Edinburgh adventure. Advance
booking only, teams: 2-5.
fringe web blurb
Scotland, 1918. Your mission is to prevent a ruthless network of German
spies leaking state secrets to the enemy. Step into the shoes of secret agent
Richard Hannay to meet contacts, seek out vital information and crack the
code before time runs out. Inspired by the works of John Buchan, escape
room meets theatre in this interactive adventure around the streets of
Edinburgh. 'Original, imaginative theatre' (BroadwayBaby.com). Sensible
footwear and waterproofs recommended. Pre-booked tickets only, teams of
2-5. (Immediately prior to performance, you can still book in person at C
cubed and C aquila)

author
author display

show website
company website

19:30
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C at Makars’ Court, Makars’ Court, Lady Stair's Close, Lawnmarket, venue 459
Dates               1-18 Aug (not 5, 12)
Time 19:30 & 20:00 (1hr00)
Ticket prices Group ticket (2-5 participants) £28.00
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com/2019/standfast
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Kate Stephenson at
Not Cricket Productions on 07905 467614 / kate@simplyspiffing.co.uk
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com

24.07 IM edits

I notice you have made a number of significant edits to the press release that I
sent you. This had been carefully prepared and proofed and unfortunately the
additions that you have made make very little sense and are grammatically
inaccurate.

For instance:

The following sentence is completely impenetrable and contains incorrect usage
of words and tenses: "this interactive adventure is a lovechild classic literature,
theatre, local geography and tid-bits - a genuinely novel and thrilling escapade
made with true for fun."

"Traversing across the streets of Edinburgh’s " - 'traversing across' is tautological,
use one word or the other.

"A puzzling spy novel come to life amongst Edinburgh's most beautiful scenery"
- why has this sentence been randomly stuck at the end of the press release? Also,
the audience are not going to see beautiful scenery, they're going to see a lot of
Closes, so it's also factually incorrect.

I have included the original text that I sent you below and I would appreciate it if
this could be used verbatim - if you need more words for your version of the
press release, do let me know and I will happily write them for you.

Best wishes,

Kate

22/07 HK

Theatre meets escape room in an interactive Edinburgh
adventure.

Step into the shoes of secret agent Richard Hannay. Scotland, 1918. Your mission:
to prevent a ruthless network of German spies leaking state secrets to the enemy.
Meet contacts, seek out vital information and crack codes before time runs out.

Based on John Buchan’s Mr Standfast, the third of the Richard Hannay spy
novels, this interactive adventure is a lovechild classic literature, theatre, local

20/07
THEATRE MEETS ESCAPE ROOM IN THIS
NEW	INTERACTIVE	EDINBURGH	ADVENTURE
Scotland, 1918. Your mission is to prevent a ruthless network of German spies
leaking state secrets to the enemy. Step into the shoes of secret agent Richard
Hannay to meet contacts, seek out vital informa@on and crack codes before @me
runs	out.
Inspired by the Escape Room craze and the works of novelist John Buchan, Not
Cricket Produc@ons are aKemp@ng something new at the Edinburgh Fringe this
year. The audience will be able to experience the dangerous world of Richard
Hannay, the famous protagonist of The Thirty-Nine Steps and other novels, as they
fight to solve clues before it’s too late. Rather than taking place within the
confines of a small room, however, this challenge will happen across the streets of
Edinburgh’s world-famous Old Town. Combining our passion for adap@ng classic
works for the stage with a good dose of local knowledge, Not Cricket will be
offering something genuinely novel and exci@ng for par@cipants which combines
the	puzzles	of	an	escape	room	with	an	interac@ve	theatre	experience.
No smart phones necessary just pen and paper (provided) and some
problem-solving	skills.	Teams	should	be	of	2-5	members.
The story is based on Buchan’s Mr Standfast, the third of the Richard Hannay
novels, first published in 1919. John Buchan (1875-1940) was a prolific writer,
authoring 28 novels and over 50 works of non-fic@on during his life@me. He also
had a prominent diploma@c career culmina@ng in his appointment as Governor
General	of	Canada	in	1935.

Not Cricket ProducAons were founded in 2010 and they have subsequently gained
a reputa@on for producing innova@ve shows based on classic texts and tales. The
company also gives a voice to new wri@ng and recent produc@ons have focused on
original historical research and forgoKen female figures. They aim to provide high
quality, enjoyable entertainment and are fond of unusual loca@ons and tea. The
company are Edinburgh veterans and this will be their eighth year (and fourteenth
show) at the Fringe; previous produc@ons have included: A Gallant Life, For the
School Colours: The Life and Works of Angela Brazil, Alice in Wonderland, The Owl
and	the	Pussycat	and	Journey	to	the	Centre	of	the	Earth.
‘original,	imaginaJve	theatre’	BroadwayBaby
	‘High-energy,	gleeful	and	self-deprecaJng’	Fest
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